About MSRP

The MIT Summer Research Program (MSRP) began in 1986 as an institutional effort to address the issue of underrepresentation of African Americans, Mexican Americans, Native Americans, and Puerto Ricans in engineering and science in the United States. Today, this program seeks to identify talented sophomores and juniors from a broader array of backgrounds and from around the country who might benefit from spending a summer on MIT's campus, working in a research laboratory under the guidance of experienced scientists and engineers, who are MIT faculty members, postdoctoral fellows, and advanced graduate students. Students who participate in this program will be better prepared and motivated to pursue advanced degrees, thereby helping to sustain a rich talent pool in critical fields of scientific investigation.

Current Surveys

Weekly Survey 7 - Due Monday, July 30 11:59 PM

Dean Jones Lab Visits

Dean Jones Lab Visits (Biology & Broad)

View all surveys.

Current News

July 18
View videos of Dr. Renetta Tull & Professor Tali Figueroa-Feliciano

July 10

New email updates page on the banner above. Keep track of important email for MSRP.

July 5

New videos have been posted.

GRE Resources have also been added.

------ See all of the announcements ------

More Resources

GRE Schedule & Resources
Intern Profiles
Intern Contacts
PA Contacts (pdf)
Videos
Photos

Great Links

MIT Map
Site Comments
GSO Website
MSRP In the News
PA Website